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Did you know that 1 in every 3 kids do not have the school
supplies they need? Supplies are important to doing well in

school. A great way to love your community is to donate school
supplies! 

Fill The
backpack!

Fill the backpack with school supplies! 



Did you know nearly 30 million children in the US
participate in school lunch programs?  That's over 3
times the population of New York City! Or Enough to

fill 500 Football Stadiums!

Lunch time ! 

Draw your favorite school lunch !



At SOS w
e encourage local people to 

join us in serving their com
m

unities! 



Food Delivery

 Did you know that SOS has a warehouse in DFW? 
 We deliver food to different local care networks

like schools and charities. We gave out over
8,041,580 meals in 2021!

Help the SOS delivery truck find its way to
take food from the warehouse to deliver to

a local charity.



Word Search

There are many CHILDREN on school lunch programs, who get most of
their meals while at school. But when SUMMER vacation comes, they are

away from school and may not have FOOD easily ACCESSIBLE. SOS
partners with LOCAL care networks, which are places in your COMMUNITY
like charities, churches,   MENTORSHIP programs, and schools, to provide
food to their community. This means children get the food they need to fill

their bellies and stay HEALTHY during the summer! 
 

Find the CAPITALIZED  words!



Providing food to fam
ilies w

ho need it is part of
how

 w
e can build com

m
unities together! 



Our heart in designing this activity book is to provide you with a tool that
sparks conversations with your little ones. We hope you will be able to take
these activities and have meaningful discussions that allow you to share your
heart for serving others around the world. The reality is that engaging our
children in serving others looks different for each child. It’s why we don't
provide a lot of answers here. 

Ultimately, the hope is that through the conversations you have with your
littles, you are able to help steward their gifts in such a way that they can use
them to serve others. We value the work of investing in our children to build
their hearts and worldview. We want to raise children who love big and want to
change the world!

Our focus in this book is on building communities. As children learn to serve
their communities, they become builders of their communities! 

Thank you for all you do and for being a part of this community!

- The              team 

A note to pArents


